
PURPOSE EXERCISE 
 

1. Past Joyful Experiences 

2. Camping 

3. Climbing trees 

4. Swimming with cousins 

5. Tie dying shirts 

6. Playing video games 

7. Riding bike 

8. Building forts 

9. Chasing clam trails 

10. Jumping on the trampoline 

11. Making dances with friends 

12. Playing with kittens 

13. Reading books and getting read too 

14. Fairy wings 

15. Making my brothers laugh 

16. When my brothers and I got along 

17. Being a volleyball manager 

18. Playing volleyball 

19. Coaching Volleyball to youth 

20. Succeeding in speeches and research 

projects 

21. Filming videos of my classmates 

22. Taking photos 

23. Traveling to different states 

24. Walking through the forest 

25. Running in the rain 

26. Watching movies with friends 

27. Sleepovers 

28. Being a part of promotional group 

29. Creating a house of hope 

30. Radio show 

31. Buying my first car 

32. Working in the green house 

33. Learning about plants 

34. Bringing plants inside 

35. Moving up in my job at 3M 

36. Meeting Andy 

37. Living with Alexa 

38. Going back to college 

39. Learning code 

40. Building a blog 

41. Creating content for the blog 

42. Being brave enough leave 3M 

43. Starting my job at the Leader 

44. Posting Social media for the Leader 

45. Starting a business as a gardener 

46. Making baby Plants 

47. Hosting parties for friends 

48. Playing volleyball with rec center 

49. DIY projects 

50. Hiking in nature 

 

 

Meaningful items that benefits well-

being of others 

Coaching Volleyball 

Playing Volleyball with teammates 

Filming Videos for classmates 

Creating a house of hope 

Sharing research with people 

Learning and sharing plant knowledge 

Hosting parties bringing people together with 

education and creativity

 

Categories 

Physical Health 

Creating engaging content 

Sharing Self Help 

Gardening for a purpose 

Enjoying Nature 

 



PURPOSE EXERCISE 
 

MISSION STATEMENT: 

I precipitate healthy thoughts and habits for the new generation of thought leaders to help raise 

awareness to shift consciousness and move forward from past harmful tendencies. 

 I enable people to stay connected to the things they love by keeping their minds, bodies, and souls 

present in the moment by providing techniques to focus on what is most important in their lives. 

To reduce suffering by providing healthy micro-habits. 

 

 


